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ln 'l 896, American psychologist Dr. George

Stratton began cond ucting experiments
in which he donned a pecutiar inventioneyegtasses with a complex system of [enses
thatturned his view ofthe world upsidedown. Understanding that since an image
refracted through the [ens ofthe human
eye is inverted upon the retina then turned
over and corrected bythe brain, Stratton
wondered what wou[d happen if the retina
were presented with an image already
upside-down. ln his experiment, Stratton
aimed, in part, to question how the brain
itse[f would accommodate this reversa[.
Woutd it nght a doubty wronged image?
"ls the inverted imageJ' he asked, "even a
necessary condition of our seeing things in
an upright position?"1

lnitiatty disoriented, Stratton forthe most
part spent his time indoors. Through the
glasses he watched the street betow,
contemplated the movement of his hands
and feet while handting different objects,
and generaIty made observations about the
awkward nature of doing one thing, onty to
witness its appearance at the opposite end
of his visualfietd. "When I saw an object
near one of my hands and wished to grasp
it," he remarked with a shambling sense
of intuition, "the other hand was the one
I

moved."2
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After approximatety eight days of
uninterrupted use and despite the difficutty,
Stratton's brain adapted to the inversion
and, remarkably, corrected his vision
by learning to turn it right-way-round.3
Accommodating the awkward gap between
thinking and seeing and finatly achieving
a tenuous sense of coordination, he began
to experience the ftipped image as if it
were entirety norma[. ln so doing, Stratton
proposed the unorthodox notion that the
way down could olso be a way up (a thought
later echoed by artist Robert Smithson),
white acknowtedging the reciprocat,
and indeed, necessari[y interdependent
relationship shared by both perspectives in
the displacement of one with the other.The

experiment was an extraordinary endeavor
and one whose primary point of specutation
revea[s the relative nature of empirical
reality and the stippery relationship
between the wortd and our apprehension
of it. These tensions reflect the idea that
an image is not stationary and that the
world does not remain static. ln turn, they
demonstrate how the act of perception and
the construction of meaning are in constant
flux. Out of the complex awareness formed
by this simpte ftip in perspective Stratton
recognized significant possibi tities for
renewed forms of comprehension.

Upside-down-ness-or any shift in
position relative to the conventions of
gravity and the axis of the horizon-can
be understood as an impticit component
of perception as much as it is a vehicte for
wider sociaI and artistic com mentary.4 To
turn something upside-down is to imply an
altered mode of understanding: a different
perspective from which to comprehend the
wortd. From the dynamics of disorientation
to the depths of repression, and from
conceits of abstraction or absurdityto
expressions of subversion and dissent,
the strategies of inversion have oflen been
associated with the margins of unrest
and its wayward potentialto transform
established aesthetic, socia[, and culturaI
formations. Charged with this restless spirit
of imbatance, works of art have been hung
wrong-side-up in the fervour of retigious
iconoclasm, while upturned flags have
made provocative politicaI statementstheir efficacies, in instances, going as far as
to incite revolt.s
Quatified through often-unusuaI actions of
upending, rotli ng over, or tu rning tu rtle, how
do our understandings

ofthese actions

-or become mediated by-the
cultural [andscape we inhabit? When
mediate

realized as part of an artistic strategy,
what happens when one is faced with
an artworkthe wrongway up? Marcel
Duchamp's Fountoin of l9lZaurinat
overturned on its back, provoked the
ontotogical crisis of art in part through its
strident assertions of context, [anguage,
and representationaI function over visual
means as a defining criteria for art. El

Lissitzky's Proun paintings of geometric and
Iinear forms opened a mutinous cha[[enge
to the tradition of a single fixed orientation.6
Radicatly reformulating painting's

conventionaI orientation and opening it
to negotiation, Lissitzky sought to abo[ish
notions of up and down in a new conception
of three-dimensionaI space. Lissitzky
aspired to a condition of weightlessness
(an altegory for socialand cultural
transformation) white Piero Manzoni's Socle
du Monde (1 961), in contrast, bears the
weight of gravity in its ardent determinism
to unite daity tife with art. ln a gesture as
absurd as it was tinged with hubris, Socle
du Monde declared the wortd itself as its art
by means of a large scutptural base resting
upturned on bare earth.
ln suspicion of the terro

M.C. Escher
once remarked,'Are you sure that a floor
cannot also be a ceiting?"2 For Escher,
this meandering logic raised chattenging
questions about his relationship to the
world's certai nties. Simi [arly, Henrik
Hdkansson's U ntitled (Cocos Nucifero)
(2006)-a coconut palm tree planted
sideways in a support affixed to a
upends the relationship ofthe tree and
its roots to the earth. Coconut patms, with
fronds waving against a sunset backdrop,
play toward pastoraI visions of a tropicat
paradise. Shifting the viewer's perspective
from horizontal to aerial by transformi ng
the wat[ i nto the'ftoor,' Hdkansson's

photograph. An upturned bicycte with
wheels in the air spinning paradoxically
in opposite directions, Monk's sculpture
imagines forward movement as a confticted
conundrum.
Monk and Witliams works both stand
in contrast to collective Knowles Eddy
Knowles' dead pan text drawing, depicti ng
the words nom od and monod fti pped and

wa[-

I

itse[f]'e Resembting their mechanized
cou nterpart, Jonathan Monk's Constontly
M ov i ng W hilst Sto nd i n g Still (2005) rests
as oddly as the insects in Wittiams

flmo beneath-or

above-him, Dutch artist

i

without thinking" upside-down in an
allusion to the dizzying interplay between
cognition and sight8 white Wittiams' insects,
frozen in feigned death-in a haunted
reminder of photography's suspension
of temporaI and spatiat reatity-bri ngs
to light associations (to borrow from
writer/curator Bennett Simpson) with
the "materiaI apparatus and discursive
u nderpi nnings of the photographic process

,

reconf iguration of the [andscape reflects
the vexed relationship between culture
and its construction (or destruction) of
the naturaI wortd. ln destabitizingthe
estabtished axis of verticatity as the seat
of human thought and vision, Hdkansson's
actions estabtish the possibitityfor new and
complex forms of meaning through radical
reorientations of alignment.

Simon Dybbroe lv{otter's text work Upslde
Down Upside Down Upside Down (2005),
instalted using the gallery cei[ing as a
base instead of the floot and Christopher
Wittiams' beetle specimens, ftipped over and
ptaying dead, both suggest the possibitities
and limits of vision and photography.
Mot[er's work displays the words "seeing

anagrammatized so as to ptay with their
mixed visuaI and denotative resemb[ance.
lnstatled in a different tocation of the gatlery
each week, the drawing drifts into new
relationships with other works overthe
course of the exhibition, accruing meanings
that vary with each shift in location.
Resttess, these inverted words exemplify
the construction of meaning as a nomadic
and migratory enterprise: fugitive, transient
and contingent on the vagaries of context.
I m portantty, the instabilities of inversion
arise not onty by the direct and conspicuous
maniputation of an object.alone, but atso
through the discordant potentials of a
subjectto its frame.As demonstrated by
George Stratton's experiment, perspectivaI
order and spatial orientation (and its impact
upon the organization of sociaI relations)
are conditioned by learned experience and
can be as quickty dissotved by a shift in
framework as they can be reconstructed.
Motivated by this togic, Fitipa Raposo's
ghostty-noir video negotiates the gaps in
cognitive experience: in a surrealtableau,
a lit cand[e hetd by the artist strangely
maintains its stabitity within a room
that rotates around it. Mites Cootidge's
photographs of crooked and broken

furniture found in his neighbourhood work,

Equatly unsettting is Sue de Beer's video

likewise, to unba[ance the spectator simply
byturningthe picture to suitthe object
ratherthan the horizon. Byturns ptayfuI
and bewildering, both Raposo and Coolidge
suggest alternate forms of logic through
variations in perspective.
Drawing together two of his frequent artistic
subjects, the Rotling Stones and Robert
Smithson, Sam Durant's dua[-screen video
instaltation, Entropy In Reverse (Gimme

self-portrait which depicts the artist as

Shelter Bockwords) (1 999) reflects upon the
Maysles brothers' notorious docu mentary
of the tragic Rolting Stones concert at
Altamont in 1969, running the composite
footage titeratty in reverse. (Smithson, in
a curious proviso to his thoughts on the
degenerative effects of entropy, added
thatthe irreconci[abte resutts of coltapse
and disorder cou[d be reversed if fitmed
and played backward) Dubbed "Rock
and Ro['s Worst Day," the violence of
Attamont signaled to many the downwardspiraling optimisms of an era. Playing
with vertiginous notions of time and the
betated consequences of a fractious history
Du rant's dou blings, reversals, inversions,

and reflections witfutty sptinter the retet[ing
of the A[tamont mythotogy, foregrounding
the subjective distance between
understandings of recent history and their
relationship to the present day.
Whether standing on one's head or standing
in front of an upside-down work, key to
the strategy of inversion are notions of
transformation, change, and performance.
For if upside-down is the intended resutt,

then the actions of turning over, toppting or
capsizing are often a means to dramatize
the shifts in alignment required of both
the artwork and viewer. Through these
manipulations, works by Bruce Nauman,
Sue de Beer, and Wi[[iam Hunt a[[ register
the jostting effects of inversion, (both real
and imagined), on the body. Nauman's
video Pulling Mouth (1 969) depicts the
artist nonsensicatty maniputating his
open mouth with both hands. Disptayed
u pside-down and projected [arger-than-Life,
the dissonance of Nauman's contortions
oscitlate between abstraction and
grotesque, and are aggressively exaggerated
by the absurdity of their inversion.

strangely contorted (the consequence
of fitming herself hanging upside-down).
Disptayed right-side-up, de Beer's flipftop presents an external manifestation of
interior psychotogy-a queasy ref Iection
of ambiguous physicat and emotionat
states. As part of an effort to understand
the artist's image however, viewers might
consider whether it is de Beer, or they
themsetves who are the wrong way up.
Simitarty, in Wiltiam Hunt's Ihe lmpotence of
Rodicolism ln the Face of All These Extreme
Positions (2005), the artist performs a selfpenned acoustic song while suspended
upside-down. Struggting with the effects
of gravity to ptay the guitar and sing, the
spectre of fai[ure and vulnerability while
upside-down form both an empatheticyet
seditious voice in Hunt's embodiment of the
solitary si nger-so n gwriter.
Through a different sense of perfomance,

the rivulets of Rodney Graham's /nverted
nf i ni shed D ri p Po i nti ng (2007) hu morousty
refute the demands of gravity in a work
that evokes the painter Morris Louis.The
painting is derived from the creation of an
etaborate and eccentric persona centred on
the tife of a middte-aged man in the earty
1 960s inspired to dabbte in the arts (indeed,
the painting comes complete with period
gold-teaf frame)Jo ln a fittingty upside-down
chain of thought, Graham seems to make
studied practice of the character of an
amateur painter who, in turn, makes careful
study of an historical artist's practice.
U

As its titte indicates, Kay Rosen's walt
painting Leok (1 997) describes an
accidentaI toss of content through a hole.
The word "roof" is inverted and painted over
the word "floor." Letter-by-letter, both words
mimic each other except for a missing
"f':the leaky hote in the roof. Ettipticatty
connecting words and their associations
through inversion and mirroring, Rosen
unsettles conventionaI pri nciptes of
[anguage to produce newer, compound
readings. Hrgh Noon (1993), another work
by Rosen, conflates a painting ofthe word
noon with its height on the ceiling. Here,
the processes of looking and reading,

inseparabte from the physical presence of
the work, coheres through the emphasis on
a shifted point-of-view. ln the face of the
reference to an impending confrontation,
Rosen's phrasing instead suggests a ctarity
found through asymmetricaI forms of
tooking. M u ngo Thomson's Between Proiects
(2001) demands a similar contortion of
its spectators, but toward divergent ends.
Thomson's hand-carved pencits invert
notions of industriousness with the frivolity
associated with boredom and idteness,
exchanging a gesture identified with
aimtess thought (throwing penci[s at the
ceiting) with one of concentrated [abour
(carving each penciI from scratch).
When George Stratton finatly removed his
glasses, he found that sight returned to
normatafter a brief spet[ of confusion. He
concluded that, "the difficutty of seeing
things upright by means of upright retina[
images... (seemed) to consist solety in the

resistance offered by [ong-established
experience." Stratto n f u rthe r proffered that,
"a person whose vision had from the very
beginning been under the conditions we
have in the present experiment

artificiatty

produced, coutd never possibty feet that
such visual perceptions were invented."l1
Explori ng the m u lti ple perspectives
between wrong-side-up and right-sidedown, the artists in Been Up So Long /t
Looks Like DownTo Me investigate the
strategy of inversion and its exchange of
positions as a comptex framework for new
orders of visua[, sensory and cognitive
experience. As avatars of unconventional
thought, they echo the experi ments of
Stratton in testing both the logic and
emotion of human perception while
examini ng possibitities for i nterpretation
through extreme shifts in perspective.
ln doing so, their works attempt to draw

relationships to how these transformations
in orientation can index, reshape and
atter ou r u nderstand i ng of "fixed" cultu raI
re lations. Atthou gh Stratton's experi ment
was conducted over 1 00 years ago, his
simp[e process of inversion-of ftipping
or being flipped by an image or object-is
today no less amusing, frightening or
perplexing a device in which to imagine the
surrounding wor[d.

1 George M. Stratton, "Some preliminary experiments on vision
without inversion of the retinal image,- Psychological Review,
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4 Vancouver author and critic f,lichael Turner presciently
aLludestothe scope of inversionthroughthe model of the
camera obscura: "ln the photography of Rodney Graham, a tree

l4

is exhibited as the eye and camera see it. The imago-what we
describe as "inverted"-provides for one 0f the most potent
politicat-economic metaphors of our time: the camora obscura."
See "GLass and Mirrors," in Intertidat, Vancouver Art and Artists,
ed. Dieter Roelstraete and Scott Watson, exh. Cat. (Antwerp:
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Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen and Vancouver:
The Morris and HeLen Belkin ArtGaLlery 2005):28.

Although it is technically unconstitutional to hang the US
ftag upside-down, interestingty, it can also by law be displayed
inverted as "a signa[ of dire distross in instances of extreme
danger to life or property": a humorous,yet acute embodiment
ofthe charged invective of rebellion combined with calls forthe
humble urgency of heLp.See the United States Flag Code,Title
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nverted Unfinished Drip PointinE,

36, U.S.C., Chapter 10.
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6Yve-Atain Bois,"EL Lissitzky: Radicat ReversibiLity."Art in
America 76, no.4 (1gBB):'160-81.
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2004/2007
marker on pape( mdf frame

single-channet video, DVD
Courtesy the artist and Marianne

16"x20"
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7 DarLene Geis, Ed., "M. C. Escher, 29 Master Printsl'Harry N.
Abrams, lnc. (1981).

With th€ text piece installed relative to the ceiling, Molter
suggests that the room itself is an ocular chamber and that we
might be standing not on the floor. but on the ceiLing.
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Bennett Simpson,"What doesthejettyfish want? Bennett
Simpson on the art of Christopher WilLiamsi'Artforum, April
2006.
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0 Rodney Graham, e-maiL

correspondence with the author,

September 2002
Stratton,"Some pretiminary experiments on vision
without inversion of the retinat imagel'PsychologicaL Review,
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